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Train a cat? Yes, you can! Clicker training, the new way of communicating with animals,is quick and

easy for you - and it's fun for your cat. Clicker training can improve your cat's health, activity and

attitude toward life. It can make your cat happier and more affectionate. In the easy-to-read

beginner's guide, Karen Pryor, the world's leading clicker training expert, tells you how to teach your

cat: * to come when called * to play without biting or scratching * to stay off the table * to get along

with dogs * to walk outside on a leash * to do cute tricks and games! All with a click and a treat!
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Karen Pryor is a behavioral biologist with an international reputation in two fields, marine mammal

biology and behavioral psychology. Karen was a founder of Hawaii's Sea Life park, where her work

with dolphins pioneerd modern, force-free animal training methods. She is the author of Don't Shoot

the Dog! The new Art of Teaching and Training, a bestseller on training without coercion. She is

also the author of several other books and many scientific papers and popular articles on learning

and behavior. Karen Pryor is a founder of "clicker training," a training system based on operant

condtioning and the all-positive methods developed by marine mammal trainers. Clicker training is

now in use by people working with pet and performance animals of all kinds, and with wild animals

in zoos and marine parks worldwide. Karen has presented clicker training seminars to thousands of

pet owners and animal care givers across the US, Canada, Europe and Japan, as well as giving the

live clicker training television demonstrations in the US and abroad. She has personally

clicker-trained horses, dogs, dolphins, whales, cats, birds and many kinds of zoo animals. She is the



CEO of Sunshine Books, a clicker training publishing and Internet company. She has three grown

children and lives in Boston with two clicker-trained dogs and a clicker-trained cat.

Great book, but my cats won't train. I have 15 and I think I confuse them. This is perfect for 1-3 cats

maximum. Very very well written though

My cat is a slowly learning and so am I. Book is fun.

Was hoping this would help us keep the cats out of trouble instead of using a spray bottle.

Karen captures the art of how to train your cat. In case you did not know this cats are not easy to

train like dogs are mostly.her special training methods take a lot of struggle out of controlling your

cat.lets face it cats rule and yes they tend to do what ever thery want to do when ever and wherever

they want to. with this training method your cat learns to follow your commands and learns pretty

fast as well.good luck and I wish you much success in training your cat.

I didn't have any expectation that we could really train our new kitten to come when called, stay off

the kitchen counters, sit on a stool waiting politely, etc, but this manual made a believer out of me!

The author is an expert and is able to explain even to someone like me how to use a clicker to

accomplish theses and other training goals. Simple and clear, I heartily recommend it!

I like this book. Very informative when it comes to training cats or other animals.

So helpful for Clicker Training for my 10 year old kitty.

Received as described & quickly! Thank you!
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